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Materials:  
02 Bead Gallery® antique silver plated 4-hole spacer with diamond   
 design (12138) 
76 Bead Gallery® turquoise dyed reconstituted stone small rondell 
 (12364) 
23 Bead Gallery® dyed howlite turquoise stone round 6mm (12390) 
34 Bead Gallery® silver plated 1.5x4mm graduated rondell (12536) 
12 Bead Gallery® silver plated zinc alloy lentil drop charm (18758) 
08 Bead Gallery® silver plated smooth round 3mm  (12182) 
52  Bead Gallery® semiprecious howlite dyed turquoise 4mm cube 
 (17063) 
05 Bead Gallery® silver plated zinc alloy high detail round lentil 16mm 
 (18747) 
06 Bead Gallery® turquoise dyed howlite 10mm stone round (12376) 
28 Bead Gallery® turquoise dyed reconstituted stone beads 5x8mm 
 tube (12693) 
12 Bead Gallery® turquoise dyed howlite 12mm stone round beads 
 (12377) 
11 Bead Gallery® silver plated and antiqued Bali style dot beads 8mm 
 round (12416)    
18 Bead Gallery® silver plated antique metal bicone 7mm (12571) 
17 Bead Gallery® turquoise dyed reconstituted stone stick top hole 
 (12330) 
50 Bead Gallery® dyed howlite turquoise stone 4mm round (12379) 
01 Bead Gallery® lobster claw clasp 10mm silver tone plated (14650) 
14 Bead Gallery® silver tone jump ring 6mm (12961) 
01 Bead Gallery® antique silver plated super fine rope pattern ring 
 13mm (12117) 
140” brown 3-ply waxed linen cording 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
 
Time: 1 to 1 ½ hours 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Intermediate to advanced 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Row 1 – Cut 35” of cording. 
2. Connect 6mm jump ring to drop charms. Set aside. 
3. String 1st hole on 4-hole spacer, 3mm, 34 turquoise 

rondelles, (turquoise 6mm, silver rondelle) repeat 4 



times, (turquoise 6mm, charm) repeat 11 times, 
(turquoise 6mm, silver rondelle) repeat 4 times, 
turquoise 6mm, 34 turquoise rondelles, 3mm, and 1st 
hole on 4-hole spacer. 

4. Row 2 – Cut 35” of cording. 
5. String 2nd hole on 4-hole spacer, 3mm, 26 turquoise 

cubes, silver rondelle, detail lentil, silver rondelle, 
turquoise 10mm, silver rondelle, turquoise 10mm, 
(detail lentil, turquoise 10mm) repeat 2 times, silver 
rondelle, turquoise 10mm, silver rondelle, detail lentil, 
silver rondelle, 26 turquoise cubes, 3mm, and 2nd hole 
on 4-hole spacer. 

6. Row 3 – Cut 35” of cording. 
7. String 3rd hole on 4-hole spacer, 3mm, 14 turquoise 

tubes, (turquoise 12mm, silver Bali) repeat 10 times, 
turquoise 12mm, 14 turquoise tubes, 3mm, and 3rd 
hole on 4-hole spacer. 

8. Row 4 – Cut 35” of cording 
9. String 4th hole on 4-hole spacer, 3mm, (metal bicone, 

3 turquoise 4mm) repeat 7 times, metal bicone, 
turquoise 4mm, (silver rondelle, stick) repeat 16 times, 
silver rondelle, turquoise 4mm, (metal bicone, 3 
turquoise 4mm) repeat 7 times, metal bicone, 3mm, 
and 4th hole on 4-hole spacer. 

10. Connection of Necklace – Left side – Bring all strands 
together, and form an overhand knot. 

11. Connect 6mm jump ring to rope ring. 
12. String 6mm jump ring and form a simple knot. 
13. Separate strands, move down a tad, form an 

overhand knot, string turquoise rondelle, form an 
overhand knot, trim, and fray end. Repeat on all 3 
strands. 

14. Right side – Bring all strands together, and form an 
overhand knot. 

15. Connect 6mm jump ring to lobster clasp. 
16. String 6mm jump ring and form a simple knot. 
17. Separate strands, move down a tad, form an 

overhand knot, string turquoise rondelle, form an 
overhand knot, trim, and fray end. Repeat on all 3 
strands. 


